
COMME des GAR a sneak preview of C
ONS HOMME PLUS x Nike Dunk High -
1626 joint shoes black and white - News Reports Release

COMME des GAR? ONS earlier held in Paris men's week 2017 spring and summer series conference together with the new joint
exposure Nike Dunk High shoes, which is again in February this year after the level of two pairs of Blazer on both sides of the
cylinder. The shoes are made of simple black and white leather shoes, and the addition of transparent PVC material gives the
classic more modern sense. At present, the official has not yet disclosed the new joint Dunk High offer information, but is expected to
be released at the end of this year or early next year. 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- -- -- -- -- -- 

every day at six, on the way home from school, the 1626 WeChat public number makes you home! 

it's one of the most attractive Hairstyles for girls! 

can do so much for the team to take part in the marathon? Zhou Bichang? 

jerseys collocation! Sexy and unassuming 
you may have overlooked 

why do the boys have no resistance to girls wearing AJ? 

- - - - - - - - - - to the tide recommended - - - - - - - - - - 

Nike Benassi Print Slide black and red flowers 

Reebok LX8500 retro running shoes 

Converse, Chuck, Taylor,, All, Star, PRO, OP, BEN-G, Adidas Originals, x, Barneys, New, York, Superstar shoes 



review 
on an article: Converse Chuck Taylor All Star PRO OP "BEN-G" do not note shoes next article: adidas Originals x Barneys New York
joint exclusive Superstar shoes 

celebrates Dover Street Market officially moves to Haymarket>

/AJ / Michael Jordan engraved; won 6 NBA Championships in basketball career, and Air Jordan 6 Rings is a combination of the
design of Michael in the six win in the Jordan 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13 generation of shoes, so the great collection value and significance.
After two years of time, classic shoes 6 Rings on the day before to a new " Bel Air" color return. The shoes are mostly purple, with
laces and detail edges cut in green, matching the black and white cross, and the overall color scheme caters to the theme of the 90s. 

/ Adu / Nike KD exclusive color boots VI "Peanut Butter &"; Jelly shoes and shoes / tide shop / Bodega x Reebok Classic Leather
joint Lux " U.S.B.D.G.A." CO branded shoes 

: a review 
/ Adu / Nike KD exclusive color boots VI "Peanut Butter &"; Jelly shoes a / see tide shop Shoes / Bodega x Reebok Classic Leather
joint Lux " U.S.B.D.G.A." CO branded shoes 

Converse Chuck Taylor All Star ushered in 100th anniversary, following the first exposure with you mastermind JAPAN do not pay
attention to shoes after the money, this time back to SOPHNET. joint. The body of the shoe design using SOPHNET. and Converse
series are equipped with the joint has been marked outside the zipper, and the brand of shoes inside the mark appear in black white.
In order to retain the military elements of SOPHNET., shoelaces are also specially constructed with camouflage colors. It is reported
that the joint shoes will be on January 28th in SOPHNET. shelves, priced at 15000 yen. 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- -- -- -- -- -- 

every day at six, on the way home from school, the 1626 WeChat public number makes you home!
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